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Ratings:
Ease of Stringing

(compared to other strings)

Much easier: 2
Somewhat easier: 3
About as easy: 14
Not quite as easy: 4
Not nearly as easy: 1
Overall Playability
(compared to the string played most often)

Much better: 0
Somewhat better: 4
About as playable: 6
Not quite as playable: 8
Not nearly as playable: 6
Overall Durability
(compared to other strings of similar gauge)

Much better: 3
Somewhat better: 9
About as durable: 10
Not quite as durable: 2
Not nearly as durable: 0
Rating Averages

Signum Pro
Yellow Jacket 16

From 1 to 5 (best)

By Greg Raven

ignum Pro Yellow Jacket
is a high-tech geometric
monofilament polyester
string. Signum Pro tells us
Yellow Jacket uses new
materials and state-ofthe-art manufacturing. It is available
exclusively from Tennis Warehouse.
Yellow Jacket is designed to give
attacking intermediate and advanced
players the control they need. In addition to its low-powered and predictable
response, this string has a hexagonal
shape for maximum bite. The result is
massive spin potential. Yellow Jacket is
available in 16 and 17L in optic yellow. It
is priced at $9.99 for sets of 40 feet.
For more information or to order,
contact Tennis Warehouse at 800-8836647, or visit tennis-warehouse.com.
Be sure to read the conclusion for more
information about getting a free set to
try for yourself.
In the Lab
We tested the 16-gauge Yellow Jacket.
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Playability: 3.4
Durability: 4.1
Power: 3.4
Control: 3.7
Comfort: 3.1
Touch/Feel: 3.1
Spin Potential: 3.8
Holding Tension: 3.1
Resistance to Movement: 3.8

The coil measured 40 feet, 6 inches.
The diameter measured 1.31 mm prior
to stringing, and 1.27 mm
after stringing. We recorded a stringbed stiffness of 67 RDC units immediately after stringing at 60 pounds in a
Wilson Pro Staff 6.1 95 (16 x 18 pattern)
on a constant-pull machine.
After 24 hours (no playing), stringbed stiffness measured 63 RDC units,
representing a 6 percent tension loss.
Our control string, Prince Synthetic
Gut Original Gold 16, measured 78 RDC
units immediately after stringing and
71 RDC units after 24 hours, representing a 9 percent tension loss. In lab
testing, Prince Synthetic Gut Original
has a stiffness of 217 and a tension loss
of 11.67 pounds, while Signum Pro Yellow Jacket 16 has a stiffness of 188 and
a tension loss of 16.08 pounds. Yellow
Jacket 16 added 18 grams to the weight
of our unstrung frame.
The string was tested for five weeks
by 29 USRSA playtesters, with NTRP
ratings from 3.5 to 5.5. These are blind

tests, with playtesters receiving
unmarked strings in unmarked packages. The average number of hours
playtested was 26.9.
Installing Yellow Jacket at first seems
to be no different from many other
polyester strings, as the six-sided crosssection is not so aggressive that it is
immediately apparent. You might notice
that your clamps grab the string differently depending on the orientation of
the string, and when weaving crosses you
can feel the edges on the main strings.
No playtester broke the sample during stringing, five reported problems
with coil memory, four reported problems tying knots, one reported friction
burn, and one reported other problems.
On the Court
Playtester feedback indicates that
Signum Pro Yellow Jacket’s characteristics are heavily biased toward durability. In fact, that was its highest-scoring
category: Yellow Jacket is the sixth
most durable string of the 200 strings
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we have playtested for publication.
Yellow Jacket’s scores were excellent
in Resistance to Movement and Spin
Potential, and well above average in
Power. These high scores put Signum
Pro Yellow Jacket well above average in
overall scoring.
One playtester reported premature
fraying or peeling, one reported buzzing,
and five reported notching. None of the
playtesters broke the sample during play.

FREE PLAYTEST STRING PROGRAM
Signum Pro will send a free set of Yellow Jacket 16 to the first 500 USRSA members who cut out (or copy) this coupon and
send it to: USRSA, Attn: Signum Pro String Offer, 310 Richard Arrington Jr. Blvd. North, Suite 400, Birmingham, AL 35203 or
fax to 760-536-1171, or email the info below to: stringsample@racquettech.com. Offer expires Feb. 15. Offer only available
to USRSA members in the U.S.
Name: _______________________________________
USRSA Member number: _________________________
Phone: ______________________________________
Email: _________________________________________
If you print your email clearly, we will notify you when your sample will be sent.

Conclusion
The Durability scores of Signum Pro
Yellow Jacket are impressive. Combined with its scores for Spin Potential,
this is a string to consider for juniors
and heavy-hitters. When Yellow Jacket
becomes available in reels, as is anticipated, the string price should drop to
below $8 per restringing.
If you think Signum Pro Yellow
Jacket might be for you or your customers, fill out and return the coupon
to get a free set to try.
Playtester Comments
“This was very nice to the feel and
touch as a serve-and-volleyer. I
would recommend this string to
others.” 4.0 male serve-and-volley
player using Wilson Ultra 105 strung at
45/48 pounds LO (Ytex Quadro Twist/
Ytex Sintex 16)
“Excellent strings; durable, impart
well-above-average spin, decent
power, touch is above average. I
recommend this string to 4.0 players.” 4.0 male all-court player using
Head MicroGel Radical MP strung at
56 pounds CP (Tourna Black 7/Tourna
Synthetic Gut Armor 17)
“I am not a poly player. This string
had good spin and durability. Stringing was comparable to other edged
polys.” 4.5 male all-court player using
Yonex VCore Pro strung at 50 pounds
CP (Yonex Rexis 16)
“Good overall string. A little lacking
in power but good control and touch.
Playability was very good. My only
issue was that it lost tension early.”
5.0 male all-court player using Head
Instinct strung at 57 pounds LO (Head
Sonic Pro 16)
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